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Abstract: The standard ISO 14044:2006 defines the hierarchical steps to follow when solving

multifunctionality issues in life cycle assessment (LCA). However, the practical implementation

of such a hierarchy has been debated for twenty-five years leading to different implementation

practices from LCA practitioners. The first part of this study discussed the main steps where the

ISO hierarchy has been implemented differently and explored current multifunctionality practices in

peer-reviewed studies. A text-mining process was applied to quantitatively assess such practices

in the 532 multifunctional case studies found in the literature. In the second part of the study,

citation network analysis (CNA) was used to identify the major publications that influenced the

development of the multifunctionality-debate in LCA, i.e., the key-route main path. The identified

publications were then reviewed to detect the origins of the different practices and their underlying

theories. Based on these insights, this study provided some “food for thought” on current practices to

move towards consistent methodology. We believe that such an advancement is urgently needed for

better positioning LCA as a tool for sustainability decision-making. In particular, consistent allocation

practices could be especially beneficial in bioeconomy sectors, where production processes are usually

multifunctional, and where current allocation practices are not harmonized yet.
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1. Introduction

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is supposed to be a standardized methodology to measure the life

cycle impacts of products or services. LCA is currently ruled by ISO 14040:2006 and ISO 14044:2006 [1,2];

these standards have been the basis of the LCA methodology for the last two decades. Nevertheless,

in the scientific community, some experts wonder if the detail presented in these standards is enough

to guide LCA practitioners in practice [3–5].

One of the most debated problems in LCA is the so-called “multifunctionality” issue (or commonly,

“allocation”) [6–8]. Multifunctionality issues need to be dealt with when different product systems

share a process, e.g., manufacturing processes delivering more than the studied product, or end-of-life

activities providing both waste management service and a recovered or recycled product. In these cases,

apportioning environmental burdens among the co-products, or rather co-functions, becomes necessary.

According to ISO 14044:2006, multifunctionality should be solved by using the following three-level

hierarchy [2]:
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1. Avoiding allocation by subdivision (dividing the unit process into two or more sub-processes) or

system expansion (“expanding the product system to include the additional functions related to

the co-products”);

2. Allocation following underlying physical relationships (i.e., an allocation that quantitatively

reflects how the inputs and outputs are changed by changes in the amount of each product of the

system);

3. Allocation (partitioning) based on other relationships (e.g., economic value).

The same hierarchy applies also to “open-loop” recycling, i.e., when a material is recycled as

a different product because it is no longer suitable to replace the original product directly. Only in

such open-loop recycling, ISO 14044:2006 provides further guidance on the third level of the hierarchy,

where physical properties (e.g., mass) are preferred to economic value, which in turn is preferred to the

number of subsequent uses of the recycled material [2].

The existence of the ISO’s multifunctionality hierarchy should avoid the use of inadequate approaches,

e.g., determined by the interests of the stakeholders or the ones of the study’s commissioner [3].

Nevertheless, the apparent lack of sufficient guidance has fed different implementation practices [9].

Consequently, although most LCAs claim compliance with the two ISO standards, practitioners have

applied different allocation procedures in LCAs assessing the same or similar products [10]. Since the

choice of the allocation method typically affects the outcome of the LCA significantly [6,10–13], this problem

has led to different conclusions and therefore low reliability and robustness of the LCA results [14].

Moreover, due to the lack of a shared view in the LCA community, some authors decide not to follow the

ISO hierarchy (see [15]), while other authors select the allocation method based on their subjective decision

(see, e.g., [16] and [17]). Other researchers choose allocation methods that are “commonly” applied in

similar case studies in the literature (see, e.g., [18]), others calculate also an average allocation parameter

considering common parameters (e.g., [19]) or others use “conservative” allocation methods that provide

the highest impacts (e.g., see [20]).

This article presents a literature review on the main practices and debates on using ISO

14044:2006 recommendations to solve multifunctionality problems. A critical literature review on

multifunctionality methodology development was combined with quantitative analysis of current

multifunctionality practices, and a bibliometric review based on citation network analysis (CNA).

The quantitative analysis was performed by a text-mining process in 532 multifunctional case studies

found in the literature.

The CNA was used to identify the main knowledge flow on multifunctionality in LCA, also known

as "the main path". Tools and software based on the “main path” method are used for many applications:

tracking the evolutionary trajectory of a science field or the development of a specific technology, or

the evolving changes of legal opinions of courts [21,22]. The “main path” was investigated to detect

the historical origins of the different practices currently present in the literature and their underlying

theories. The use of such a tool overcomes some limitations of the traditional systematic reviews

conducted so far on this topic, which were based on “human” selection of the articles (e.g., through

criteria such as the number of citations).

In the literature, the definitions used to characterize the multifunctionality issue are not

harmonized. For this reason, we provided Appendix A reporting the definitions used in this review to

distinguish the different types of products, multifunctional processes, modeling approaches and system

expansion approaches.

2. Methodology

Figure 1 summarizes the three main steps followed in this literature review. First, the literature

search was performed. Second, a critical review was conducted to identify the main issues and

bottlenecks in the LCA literature when implementing the ISO allocation procedures. The critical review

was combined with a text-mining process to quantitatively assess the current practices in the LCA
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literature (focusing on all the LCA case studies selected by the query). Third, a bibliometric analysis

was performed based on citation network analysis (CNA).

 

 

Figure 1. The three steps followed in the literature review.

The literature search was based on data collected from the Scopus database in February 2019.

The searched publication fields were: title, abstract, and keywords. The search string was characterized

by the terms: “Life Cycle Assessment”, “LCA”, “multifunctionality”, “allocation” and “multi-output”.

Since allocation approaches are also used in other fields (e.g., in business management), the query was

first limited to environmental assessment or engineering-related fields. Because of this, the documents

were reduced from 1310 documents to 1152. This allowed us to exclude 145 documents belonging

to business management, 6 related to veterinary science and 7 others. Our analysis was further

refined by considering articles only from the category of Scopus “journals”. By applying this last

adjustment, the articles resulting from the search became 930. Since only research articles were

analyzed, some relevant books or conference proceedings may have been excluded from the analysis.

Nevertheless, books often resume the contributions previously published as articles, and some excluded

documents might have been considered by some of the reviewed reviews. Figure 2 shows the number

of publications per year, highlighting the growing interest in the topic.

The corpus of documents on which the analyses were performed included the 930 articles retrieved

from Scopus and the main LCA guides and standards, i.e., ISO technical reports and standards (also

withdrawn ones like ISO 14041:1998) [23–26], the International Reference Life Cycle Data System (ILCD)

handbook [27], the Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) guide [28] and the Product Environmental

Footprint Category Rules (PEFCR) guidance [29]. Out of the 930 documents, 307 studies were identified

through their title and abstract as “methodological articles” (of which 117 were review articles focusing

on a specific sector where LCA is applied). These methodological articles focused either on the

general methodological debate about multifunctionality procedures, or discussed a specific method,

or introduced a new model to solve multifunctionality. The most relevant articles in this group were

critically reviewed to understand the main issues when solving multifunctionality in LCA while
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claiming compliance with ISO. This critical review focused mainly on the articles cited more than

20 times (“most cited ones”) and the articles published after 2015 (“recent ones”).
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Figure 2. The time distribution of the articles on multifunctionality in LCA published in scientific

journals per year retrieved from Scopus.

The critical review was combined with a text-mining process whose aim was to quantify the

current practices when solving multifunctionality issues. The text-mining process was manually

performed on the remaining 532 case studies. These 532 case studies resulted from a further refinement

which excluded 91 articles that either did not apply full LCA or were not environmental LCA studies.

Concerning the multifunctional case studies retrieved from the literature, we observed that specific

parts of the bioeconomy namely agriculture (63 case studies), bioenergy (185), bio-based materials (52)

and anaerobic digestion (21), were the ones most affected by the issue of multifunctionality together

with related sectors namely aquaculture (14), dairy and meat products (79), fossil counterparts (34) and

waste management (50). These sectors together represented 94% of the 532 case studies identified by

the query.

Text-mining software can detect relevant terms or keywords in the corpus of literature with less

time and cost than a person [30]. However, when the keywords represent technical concepts, dedicated

software typically achieves low to medium efficiencies (e.g., 25%–65%) [30]. For instance, software

could not understand when the concept “system expansion” was used as an alternative expression

for substitution or for system enlargement. To increase the efficiency of the text-mining method,

the quantitative estimation was performed directly by the analyst. When the terms representing the

concepts of interest (e.g., “allocation”) were encountered, the context of their use was assessed by

reading the surrounding text.

In the third step, i.e., the bibliometric review, the 930 articles were investigated by CNA. The CNA

was performed using Pajek software [31]. Documents are considered “nodes” and the citations are the

“links” between these documents. The type of nodes is defined therefore based on the type of document.

The “sources” are the documents that are cited but cite no other documents and therefore represent the

origins of the knowledge. The “sinks” are the documents that cite other documents but are not cited

and therefore could represent the “current stage” of the knowledge stream. Intermediate documents

cite other previous documents and are also cited by more recent documents [21]. Our CNA aimed at

identifying the main path of research. This path represents the main knowledge flow in a specific topic,

i.e., the major contributions that have influenced the development of the research, which does not mean

directly the most cited ones overall [32,33]. The main path was obtained by using an algorithm that

computed what citations between articles had been more significant. In particular, such a significance
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was calculated through the key-route method [34]. This method identifies the main chain of articles by

considering the highest transversal count [33,34]. The transversal counts measure the significance of a

citation link, i.e., by counting the times a citation link is traversed [34]. The transversal count adopted

was the search path count (SPC). The SPC assigns as value to each link the number of paths traversing

the link among all possible paths connecting all the sources to all the sinks [21,22].

3. The Critical Review Combined with Text Mining

When critically reviewing the methodological articles on multifunctionality, it emerged that

these articles present two main “debates” regarding ISO-compliance practices. These two debates

concern the application of system expansion (explained in Section 3.1 and related sub-Sections) and

the identification of relevant partitioning criteria (see Section 3.2). In particular, Pelletier et al. (2015)

identified three “schools” distinguished by the way they interpret the ISO hierarchy with respect to

these three aspects: (1) the consequential LCA (CLCA) thinking school interprets system expansion

as substitution, (2) the natural-science attributional school applies system expansion as enlargement

and prioritizes allocation based on a physical parameter, and (3) the socio-economic attributional

school applies system expansion as enlargement but prefers economic allocation. According to

Pelletier et al. [9], these three schools are “internally consistent” but “mutually exclusive”.

3.1. Debate on the Interpretation of ISO’s System Expansion

The system expansion debate focuses on how and when the substitution method should be applied.

ISO 14044:2006 recommends system expansion as a way to avoid allocation, but no further specification

is provided regarding the differences between enlargement and substitution (see Appendix A for

detailed definitions), and about its implementation in attributional or consequential LCAs. Substitution

is often used as a system expansion approach in attributional LCAs (ALCAs), which is not perceived

as correct by many LCA experts [5,9,35–38]. According to these practitioners, ALCA modeling should

not rely on perturbation logic or counterfactual notions, such as substitution or avoidance of other

products/processes (as also highlighted, e.g., by Majeau-Bettez et al. [35]). It is argued that the sum of

the impacts accounted by attributional LCAs should add up to the worldwide impacts, and this would

not be valid anymore if substitution were applied [5,39]. For this reason, Chen et al. (2010) concluded

that the “allocation methods, even if perfectible, are still preferable to the system expansion method”

(used as synonymous of substitution), because “system expansion does not ensure a global coherency

between various LCA studies” [40]. On this basis, the use of substitution as a system expansion

method in ALCA is not supported by any of the schools of interpretation identified by Pelletier et al. [9].

Similarly, Bailis and Kavlak, after applying substitution for the by-products of a biofuel, concluded that

“the large disparity between system expansion and other methods raises questions about the validity

of system expansion” [41]. Concerning system expansion by enlargement, this cannot be applied

when the goal of the study requires the impacts of just one of the co-products or by-products to be

obtained. In these cases, allocation cannot be avoided. For example, “In a milk production system that

also produces beef, system expansion without substituting would lead to a system with a function of

delivering both milk and beef” [42].

Other authors argue that ISO 14044:2006 does not acknowledge substitution as a system expansion

approach. The reason is that ISO refers only to the addition of functions (i.e., enlargement) and not to

the substitution of functions [3,5,43–45]. On these bases, several authors argue that a distinction of

ALCA/CLCA should be present in future ISO 14044 [9,46] since, for them, this distinction is crucial to

select the appropriate system expansion method (enlargement or substitution) (as also pointed out

by [47,48]). By contrast, other authors argue the opposite, i.e., that substitution is generally recognized

as a valid method for avoiding allocation within attributional LCA [49,50]. For many practitioners,

substitution is considered as synonymous with system expansion [51,52]. Under this argument and

considering the ISO hierarchy, substitution should be preferred to any allocation method [53–57].

Pelletier et al. [9] suggested that the equivalence substitution-system expansion might have originated
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in a 1994 study authored by Tillman et al. [58]. The reason was that Tillman et al. [58] is a frequent

citation when justifying the equivalence of substitution with system expansion. However, their study

was published prior to the publication of the ISO standards.

3.1.1. Current Practices in Specifying the Modeling Approach

Although the choice of modeling approach (ALCA or CLCA), which depends on the goal,

clearly determines the outcome of an LCA study, our text-mining process found that the keywords

“attributional” and “consequential” were missing in 75% of the LCAs involving multifunctional

systems (see Figure 3 for a detailed breakdown, per product sector). This percentage refers only to

the portion of articles published after 2004 when the term consequential LCA was clearly established

(see Section 4.3). There are several possible reasons for this low specification rate of the modeling

approach: (1) practitioners could still not be aware of the relevance to differentiate between consequential

and attributional approaches, (2) practitioners may not specify the modeling approach because it

is a direct consequence of the goal description, (3) they may not agree with a strict distinction

between ALCA and CLCA, (4) they may be strictly following current ISO standards that do not

distinguish between the two approaches or (5) they may have followed the recommendations of

a policy directive or national/international guide that does not make such a distinction. Actually,

some ALCA studies combined with consequential thinking are emerging [10]. These approaches

aim mainly at accounting for some specific counterfactual effects or credits, and at the same time,

limit complexity and uncertainties [59].

 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Anaerobic digestion

Bioenergy

Fossil counterparts

Aquaculture

Agriculture

Dairy and meat

Waste management

Bio-based materials

Total Both

CLCA

ALCA

Not specified

Figure 3. Percentage of articles which applied on the same case study both CLCA and ALCA approaches

(Both), self-declared attributional studies (ALCA), self-declared consequential studies (CLCA) and

studies which did not declare the approach followed (Not specified). Only case studies published after

2004 were considered (504).

The text-mining process found that 31% of the self-declared ALCA studies (using the keyword

“attributional”) used substitution as a system expansion approach to avoid allocation. However,

this percentage varies depending on the sector under consideration, ranging from 19% to 45%

(see Figure 4). The highest rate of substitution approaches in ALCAs was found in studies related to

bio-based materials (45%). On the other hand, there are few LCAs investigating fossil products that

self-declared as attributional studies. The reason might be that substitution is rarely an option for fossil

products since they are usually the “substituted products”.
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Figure 4. Percentages of self-declared attributional studies (ALCAs) which applied substitution as a

system expansion approach. Only the sectors with a significant amount (more than 10) of self-declared

attributional studies are included in this graph.

3.1.2. The Application of Substitution as System Expansion Method

Beyond the use of substitution in ALCA, two other critical aspects of substitution have been

discussed in the LCA methodological articles. First, the high uncertainties introduced by the use of

the substitution approach since it can lead to different results depending on the choice of substituted

and/or substituting by-product [3,60,61]. A sensitivity analysis should be therefore recommended.

Second, when substitution is suitable, the substitution of co-products should be avoided by checking

the physical/economical significance of the products delivered by the multifunctional process [3,27].

However, some authors (for example [3]) argue that the importance of the co-products’ physical

significance is not emphasized enough in ISO 14044:2006 and the ILCD handbook. When physical

significance is not checked and a by-product is credited for the replacement of co-products, the

practitioner could obtain significantly distorted results [3,62]. A common practice to account for

physical significance is to select the primary functions based on the main source of revenues [35,63].

In cases where the primary co-function(s) cannot be directly identified, the ILCD handbook proposes

that they should be assumed to be those that jointly contribute to more than 50% of the combined

market value of all co-functions of the analyzed multifunctional process [27].

Clear rules for differentiating by-products from the co-products are important, because,

in substitution, all the credits from substituting by-products are attributed to the main co-product.

If another LCA on the same process is made in which a by-product is considered to be the main product,

the impacts of the process “get counted twice”, so that the impacts for different products no longer add

up to the total for the process (this would be a problem in an attributional model—for further details

see the next Section).

3.1.3. Using Substitution as the Allocation Method

Another point of debate is the use of substitution for allocation (and not as a system expansion

method). This type of allocation has been mentioned in the literature with different names, such as

substitution-based allocation [9] and “proxy-based disaggregation” by substitution [35] and various

versions of this method have been proposed (e.g., see Hermansson et al. who applied two different

versions of this method to assess Kraft lignin [64]). By many practitioners, this option is perceived as the

attributional way of using substitution. PEFCR guidance and PEF guide [28,29] propose that, when a

by-product of a multifunctional system directly substitutes another product, such substitution might be

considered as an allocation reflecting physical relationships. When this is the case, such substitution has

to be based on a direct and empirically demonstrable relationship [28,65]. Pelletier et al. [65] stated that

this is different from substitution based on marginal market models applied in consequential LCAs [65].

An example of such a substitution is when “manure nitrogen is applied to agricultural land, directly

substituting an equivalent amount of the specific fertilizer nitrogen that the farmer would otherwise
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have applied” [28,65]. Hence, it is assumed that the impact caused in the system by the production

of the substituted by-product corresponds to the impact of the production of the replaced product

(as shown in [66]). With substitution, the impact of a by-product should equal that of the product it

substitutes, and so is independent on the actual process that produces it. Moreover, the application of

this substitution-based allocation can lead to a negative impact that in ALCA would mean that the

model has been built inconsistently [35]. As an example, this happens when the wrong product is

chosen as the main product of the multifunctional system [66] or the substituted product is not a minor

product, even if representing less than 50% of market value [67]. Even if the substituted co-products are

chosen carefully (i.e., they represent small percentages in physical and economical terms), this method

sometimes fails in ALCAs assessing multiple impact categories, resulting in negative impacts for some

of them [13,67]. Moreover, PEFCR guidance and PEF guide [28,29] also allow the possibility of using

indirect substitution as a form of allocation based on “other relationship”. “Indirect substitution may

be modeled as a form of allocation based on some other relationship when a co-product is assumed to

displace a marginal or average market-equivalent product via market-mediated processes” [28].

3.2. Selection of the ISO Allocation Criterion

The main discussion on the allocation criterion concerns the nature of the so-called ISO “physical

relationships” and “other relationships” [7,42].

The authors in line with the socio-economic school argue that allocation can be based on

physical relationships only when the ratio of the output products can be varied since this allows

the establishment of physical causality between functional units by mathematical modeling [68–73].

For example, Bernier et al. [74] assessed the impact of Kraft lignin and applied the physical causality

principle to allocate the impact between pulp and lignin “by varying the quantity of lignin precipitated

and then observing direct variations in the environmental loads”. They also specified that this type

of allocation was selected based on ISO standards, which recommends this type of allocation over

allocation based on mass, energy or economic values. This school, therefore, interprets “physical

relationships” as “physical causality relationships” and interpret “other relationships (e.g., economic

value)” as “other causal relationships”. Accordingly, they consider the allocation by other relationships

as the only possible approach when it is not possible to change the ratio of production of the functional

outputs of the system [69,72]. The practitioners following the view of this school often argue that,

at this level, economic allocation is the recommended option, and only when it is not possible to

use economic allocation, the allocation can be based on a physical parameter that should be selected

based on the best proxy for economic revenues (e.g., see [7]). For example, this happens when there

is a lack of market prices for one specific product [75]. However, the approximations of these causal

relationships have always been a debated scientific issue [76]. For example, these relationships can be

based on the common function of all co-products (as done by [77]).

The text-mining process revealed that only 28% of the LCA case studies selected an allocation

method based on ISO relationships interpreted as “causal relationships”. The percentage of studies

following this interpretation varied significantly depending on the sectors considered (see Figure 5).

In particular, it was very low in the studies focusing on anaerobic digestion, bioenergy and bio-based

materials (5%–16%). On the other hand, this interpretation is largely present in the fossil fuels sector,

where the allocation of emissions to single products is often based on linear programming models

calculating marginal emissions by varying the amount of functional units [78,79]. Another example where

this interpretation is largely present is in the dairy sector. The main reason is that many practitioners

assessing dairy products often selected their allocation choice based on the recommendations of the

International Dairy Federation [80], which adopts this interpretation.
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Figure 5. The percentage of studies in each research area that used causality as the principle for the

allocation choices per (sub-)cluster and overall. The number of studies per sector: anaerobic digestion

(21), bioenergy (185), fossil counterparts (34), agriculture (63), aquaculture (14), dairy and meat (79),

waste management (50), bio-based materials (52).

Conversely, the practitioners belonging to the natural-science school often refer to an allocation by

physical parameter as ISO-second level allocation by interpreting “physical relationships” as allocation

based on a physical parameter, e.g., mass or energy value [8,16,81–83]. On this basis, they prefer

allocation based on a physical parameter (e.g., mass) over economic allocation because “ISO 14044

standard mentions economic allocation when no other possibility is available” [84]. The economic

allocation may be selected by the practitioners following this view if allocation based on physical

parameter “result in the attribution of a large proportion of burdens to low-value co-products” [9].

The same school often argued that an allocation based on a physical parameter is preferred over

economic allocation since it is not affected by price fluctuations [82,85]. As a response, authors in line

with the socio-economic school argue that the price fluctuation is not the important parameter for the

allocation method, but the ratio of prices among all products, which is much less variable because it

mainly depends on the fluctuating price of the common inputs to the process [86].

The preference expressed by the natural-science school is adopted by PEFCR guidance and PEF

guide, which prefer allocation based on physical keys (e.g., mass or energy) to economic ones [28,29].

In the PEF guide, ISO “physical relationships” might have been interpreted as allocation based on

physical parameters (this emerges from our understanding of annex X of PEF guide), leading to the

preference for physical allocation keys. On the contrary, the ILCD handbook adopts the interpretation

of “ISO physical relationships” from the socio-economic school and states that only when it is not

possible to find clear physical causal relationships between the co-functions, allocation based on

economic relationships can be used [27]. However, differently from what is usually preferred by the

socio-economic school, the ILCD handbook does not give preference to economic allocation over

non-causal physical properties such as energy content [27]. The ILCD handbook also adds a footnote

to remark that energy allocation is not an allocation based on ISO causal physical relationship but a

simplified allocation based on a physical property that is not causal [27].

To make an example of the implication of adopting one interpretation or the other, we can

consider a biorefinery example that produces fuels (e.g., ethanol) and chemicals for materials (e.g., lactic

acid) [87]. The natural-science school would prefer energy or mass allocation (considered by them as

ISO second level) over economic allocation (considered ISO third level). Conversely, the socio-economic

school would prefer economic allocation, arguing that mass and energy allocations (all considered ISO

third level) are meaningless for such a biorefinery because of not representing any causality mechanism.

They would also argue that it is not appropriate to use energy allocation when not all the co-products
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are used for their energy content or to use mass allocation when there are energy products among

the co-products.

4. The Bibliometric Review Based on Main Path Analysis

The main path of research identified using CNA is shown in Figure 6 and included 21 articles.

The evolution of the multifunctionality discussion in the scientific community can be divided into four

periods, which have been defined as (1) bilateral beginning, (2) the ISO 14041 influence, (3) consequential

LCA influence, and (4) ISO 14044 application.

 

 

Figure 6. The key-route main path of research on LCA multifunctionality (output from Pajek

calculations), obtained from the citation network analysis.

4.1. Bilateral Beginning (1994–1998)

The discussions on the LCA multifunctionality issue were initially developed following two

parallel routes (see Figure 6). On the first route, Tillman, Ekvall and their co-authors developed

different types of allocation methods for multi-output systems and open-loop recycling [58,88]. It is

crucial to notice that at that time, the ISO 14041 was not yet released [25]. Tillman et al. [58] focused

their article on the choice of system boundaries based on the purpose of an LCA. They defined three

LCA purposes: 1) process tree (PT), today known as ALCA and applied to processes where there are

one main product and some by-products, 2) technological whole system (TWS), similar to what today is

known as ALCA and applied to processes delivering several co-products, and 3) socio-economic whole

system (SWS), similar to current CLCA [58]. In this article, the word expansion was used once with
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respect to SWS, indicating that such a system accounts for economic and social factors and therefore

“may lead to further expansion of the system” [58]. In 1994 and 1996, two conferences were held with

sessions on allocation and life cycle inventory. Clift, who was also co-author of the publications in

the second parallel route, published the reports of such sessions [89,90]. These reports concluded that

allocation must, when possible, be based on causal relationships. Ekvall and Tillman discussed this

conclusion, arguing that causal relationships could be either cause-oriented or effect-oriented [88].

An example of the first one is the manufacture of a product that occurs because the company expects

customers to be willing to pay for it (cause). An example of an effect-oriented relationship is a system

delivering a recycled product, which reduces the amount of virgin product in another system (effect).

This second type of relationship resembles the current CLCA thinking. To represent effect-oriented

relationships, they argue that the effects of the investigated product on other life cycles can be included

in the LCA through the expansion of system boundaries. As the expansion of the system boundaries,

they cited the approach developed by Tillman et al. (1994), which today is known as “substitution”.

Moreover, they argued that when LCA is used as a tool for decision support, the allocation procedure

should generally be effect-oriented rather than cause-oriented. Therefore, it is possible to identify the

probable origin of the consequential school in the study of 1997 of Ekvall and Tillman [88] and the

study of 1994 of Tillman et al. [58].

The four articles of the second route were authored by Azapagic and Clift. In the first article

(1995), they proposed linear programming (LP) modeling to solve the multifunctionality issue and

to calculate the optimized environmental impact of plastic resins production, such as polypropylene

and polystyrene [91]. The inputs and outputs of the system are then allocated to each of the co- and

by-products through marginal changes in its production [91]. The marginal allocation coefficients

correspond to the variation of the environmental burdens associated with a marginal variation of one of

the co-functions [91]. The second article (1998) focused as well on LP as a tool for solving the problem

of allocation and was applied to systems producing borate products. They highlighted that 1) “the

main characteristic of this kind of modeling is that it is based on physical and technical relationships

between the inputs and outputs [ . . . ] describing the underlying physical causation in the system” [73]

and 2) that the allocation by causal relationships provided by the model is obtained ‘’by exploring

how the burdens change when the quantity of one function is changed with the quantities of all the

other functions kept constant” [73]. These changes can be marginal, incremental, or average ones;

however, LP can only be applied when system behavior can be linearized, which does not usually

happen in average changes (i.e., substantial changes as for example the elimination of a functional

output completely) [73].

In 1996, the first draft [92] of the ISO hierarchy for solving multifunctionality was released,

as reported by Ekvall and Tillman [88]. This hierarchy was very similar to the one still present in

the current ISO 14044:2006. System expansion was indicated in the first level [92]: “by expanding

the system boundaries so that inputs, outputs and recycles remain within the system” (retrieved

from [88]). From the literal statement, it appears clear that it was intended as an enlargement of the

system boundaries to include all the co-functions within the boundaries (see Figure A1 in Appendix A).

Such an approach is different from the system expansion method (substitution) indicated by Tillman’s

SWS, where functions are avoided instead of added.

On the second level, it was stated [92]: “where allocation cannot be avoided, the allocation should

be based on the way in which the inputs and outputs are changed by quantitative changes in the

products or functions delivered by the system” (retrieved from [88]). There was no use of the term

“physical relationships” as in ISO 14044:2006. Hence, ISO was proposing allocation methods such as

the marginal allocation developed by Azapagic and Clift [91], which are based on quantitative changes

in the products or functions delivered by the system.

Finally, the last level allowed the allocation of different functions based on economic relationships,

excluding allocation by physical properties. This preference for economic values could be due to their

cause-oriented essence (the function is provided because one is willing to pay for it). Based on the
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analysis of this bilateral beginning and this ISO draft [92], it seems that the socio-economic ALCA

school represents the first version of the ISO hierarchy. In fact, they distinguish themselves by applying

system expansion by only adding (and not subtracting) functions, and preferring economic allocation

to an allocation based on a physical parameter (excluded option by this first draft version).

4.2. The ISO 14041 Influence (1999–2003)

In the third article of the second route, Azapagic and Clift used the boron product system to

examine the different allocation methods recommended by ISO 14041, which was just released in

1998 [25,93]. ISO 14041:1998 introduced the same three levels of the hierarchy of the present ISO

14044:2006. However, the second level included the following clarification: “the resulting allocation

will not necessarily be in proportion to any simple measurement such as mass or molar flows of

coproducts”. Azapagic and Clift argued that, following ISO 14041, allocation by physical (causal)

relationships had to be the result of mathematical system modeling [70,93]. Nevertheless, the ISO 14041

allocation underlying physical relationships allowed also allocations based on the “cause of the limits”

of the amount of product output. This aspect emerges from the annex of ISO 14041:1998, where mass or

volume allocations are suggested as representing physical relationships for road transportation because

the quantity of materials transported is limited by the maximum load that the vehicle can carry [25].

Although these two approaches may at first appear contradictory, they are in line with Azapagic

and Clift’s work, who also concluded that in some cases (which include the transportation example),

allocating based on a physical quantity leads to the same results obtained by marginal allocation [70,93].

In these cases, it may be correct to allocate based on a physical parameter representing the physical

causation involved, and therefore, not arbitrarily [70,93].

Azapagic and Clift (1999a) highlighted that system expansion (enlargement) is not always

applicable. This approach is not possible when the goal of the study requires to determine the impacts

of only one of the products [93]. The reason is that, by expanding the functional unit to include the

co-functions, the results at the level of one single product would not be available. They also investigated

allocation in heat and power cogeneration plants. Due to lack of data, they could not model the

system to represent physical causalities and therefore applied the “avoided burdens approach” (in later

research “substitution”). Azapagic and Clift argued that substitution is a conceptually equivalent

alternative to system expansion, and is suitable when one co-product displaces its production elsewhere,

such as for energy recovery from waste or cogeneration [93].

Actually, annex B of ISO 14041 quoted the same example of system-expansion/substitution

applied to energy from waste incineration [25]. Nevertheless, annex B specified that the expansion

of the boundaries like this requires 1) that the goal of the study is aimed at assessing a change,

“i.e., a comparison between two alternative scenarios for the same product” and 2) that the modeled

change which will actually occur because of the decision supported by the LCA can be predicted

with a fair degree of certainty [25]. To apply this type of expansion, the LCA should aim, therefore,

to answer the question of what would have been the long-term marginal effect if the service had not

been performed [25]. Hence, substitution became a possible system expansion approach in what

nowadays is understood as consequential thinking. This annex with allocation examples is no more

included in the current ISO 14044:2006.

In the lowest level of the allocation hierarchy of ISO 14041 [25], economic allocation became an

example, and no more the only acknowledged allocation method as it was reported in the previous

draft version [92]. Hence, in some cases, allocation based on a physical parameter could be preferred to

an economic allocation, and this might have given birth to the natural-science ALCA school. Moreover,

ISO 14041:1998 specified that the environmental impact should be allocated only to the products

causing the release of the emissions (causality principle). ISO 14041:1998 proposed the example of a

multi-input incineration process releasing cadmium emissions which should be allocated only to the

input wastes that contain cadmium.
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The fourth article [70] referred once again to LP-based marginal allocation, stating that this modeling

applies “when the functional outputs can be varied independently”, i.e., in partial joint production or

combined production (see Appendix A for more details about these definitions). A naphtha cracking was

proposed as an example of a system where the outputs can be independently varied (within physical

and thermodynamic limits) by changing the operating conditions [70]. When that is not the case

(i.e., full joint production; with a fixed ratio of products), “allocation by physical causality cannot be

implemented” [70]. Linked to this impossibility, they provided the often-cited example of the ratio

of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and chlorine (Cl2) produced by electrolyzing brine, which is fixed by

stoichiometry. Other examples that they mentioned about this impossibility are rapeseed oil/residue

(ratio fixed by the chemical structure of the plant) and beef/leather (fixed by the physical structure

of the animal) [70]. In these cases, the authors stated that ISO recommended economic allocation

because it reflects “the socio-economic demands which cause the multiple-function systems to exist” [70].

They concluded that “allocation on an arbitrary basis, such as mass or energy flow, must be avoided”

and “where physical causality between functional units and environmental burdens exists, the allocation

should always be based on these causal relationships” [70]. The authors based their methodological

choices on the 1997 voting draft of ISO 14041.

The ISO 14041:1998 was complemented by ISO/TR 14049:2000 [23]. This technical report defined

system expansion as the addition of functions but lost the concept of system expansion with substitution

when the goal is to assess a change. This is still missing in the current ISO 14044:2006 and ISO/TR

14049:2012 [2,24].

This ISO/TR provided two examples related to the disposal phase of the life cycle. The first

example showed how to expand boundaries to compare two processes with different outputs, A and B,

using the same inputs. As illustrated in case d of Figure A1 in Appendix A, the system boundary for

each process needs to be expanded with an alternative process for making the other product. Then

the two systems under comparison produce the same functional unit A+B. Moreover, it specified that

the added processes shall be those that “would actually be involved when switching between the

two analyzed systems” [23]. In the second example, open-loop recycling is solved with a closed-loop

procedure that includes the entire recycling processes into the same system boundaries (like case c of

Figure A1 in Appendix A).

Concerning allocation by physical property (e.g., mass or viscosity), ISO/TR 14049:2000 [23]

emphasized that this type of allocation should be preferred to economic allocation only when it

reflects the way in which the inputs and outputs are changed by quantitative changes in the products,

(as, for example, in the transportation example in ISO 14041:1998, quoted above). This had to be proven

by varying the ratio of co-products [23].

In 2001, Ekvall and Finnveden published a critical review on allocation in ISO 14041:1998 [72].

Ekvall and Finnveden stated that system expansion (in the form of substitution) could be used in a

broader range of LCA goals than the one for which it is recommended by the annex of ISO 14041.

For example, it can be used to account for indirect effects [72], similar to how the substitution method

is used today in CLCAs.

In the same review, Ekvall and Finnveden (2001) identified the marginal allocation of [70] as a

method corresponding to the second level in the ISO hierarchy (the first connection between the two

parallel routes in Figure 6). In particular, Ekvall and Finnveden [72] explained that there were two

possible interpretations for ISO allocation based on physical–causal relationships. Under the first

interpretation, the “environmental burdens allocated to a function should be the burdens avoided

if that function is no more delivered while the other functions are unaffected” [72]. This type of

allocation is applicable when the environmental burdens are linear with the quantity of each of

the functions delivered and, therefore, it is possible to eliminate the functions independently [72].

The second interpretation is that “the environmental burdens allocated to each of the functions should

be proportional to the partial derivatives at the point of operation” [72]. This is a generalized description

of the LP modeling of Azapagic and Clift.
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Concerning the third level of ISO hierarchy, they emphasize that a rigorous interpretation of the

standard leads to an allocation based on other causal relationships, e.g., economic value, and not in

non-causal relationships (e.g., allocation based on “arbitrary physical property of the products such

as mass, volume or energy content”) [72]. As aforementioned, this strict approach was also the only

one foreseen in the first draft of ISO hierarchy [92] and favored by the ALCA socio-economic school.

At this point, the main path stopped to be bilateral and started a period of interconnection that led to

the development and definition of what today is categorized as “consequential thinking”.

4.3. Consequential LCA Influence (2004–2008)

In 2004, the keyword consequential LCA appeared for the first time on the main path [94]. In the same

article, Ekvall and Weidema delineated the consequential LCA as commonly defined today. They stated

that CLCA avoids allocation by applying substitution-type system expansion, using marginal data [94].

Following the main path of research, we found several articles on CLCA case studies. In the

first article, Thrane conducted a CLCA of fish products [95]. The second article authored by Schmidt

and Weidema [96] is focused on how to identify the marginal vegetable oil to be substituted in a

CLCA of agricultural systems providing food and oil. Thrane [95] pointed out that, generally, the ISO

allocation hierarchy can also be considered valid for CLCA. In fact, when system expansion (either by

enlargement or by substitution) or subdivision is not applicable, it is also necessary to allocate by

physical or other relationships in CLCA [95]. Dalgaard et al. [97] then performed a CLCA of soybean

meal and avoided allocation by applying the substitution of marginal vegetable oil [97]. The fifth article

of this period, authored by Thomassen et al., compares attributional and consequential LCAs of milk

production [98]. They showed that depending on the modeling approach (ALCA or CLCA), the results

significantly vary for the same system because of the different ways of dealing with multifunctionality

(allocation versus system expansion with substitution). In the middle of this period, ISO 14044:2006

was released.

4.4. ISO 14044:2006 Application (from 2009)

At this stage, the most cited article identified by the search was published by Finnveden et al. [99].

This article repeated that the underlying physical relationships of ISO14044:2006’s second hierarchy

level should represent physical, chemical, or biological causation (as also specified before in [73]).

Consequently, economic, mass, or energy allocations were intended to be used only as the third level

option [99].

Following the main path, we found an LCA on a bio-based plastic product derived from a blood

meal [100]. Bier et al. highlighted how different approaches for solving allocation issues in LCAs of

bio-based materials could widely vary the results. The next two articles of the main research path

discussed the choice of allocation approaches to use in LCAs aimed at informing policy-making.

Wardenaar et al. [101] pointed out that methodological uncertainty within ISO led to significantly

different results due to the influence of the allocation approach, and argued that the policy context

could benefit from new guidelines [101]. Concerning the ISO hierarchy, they stated that “several

authors have argued that substitution is equivalent to system expansion” referring as an example

to [88]. However, “conceptually equivalent does not mean that system expansion and substitution

provide the same results” because there are “large differences between these two methods” [101]. As a

consequence of this assumed conceptual equivalency, some authors “use this implicit argument to

choose for substitution, while still claiming compliance to ISO” [101]. Concerning allocation based

on a physical parameter, Wardenaar et al. argued that the physical parameter should be the one

reflecting the physical characteristics related to “the purpose or use of the product”, i.e., the relevant

characteristic for which they are sold [101].

Following the main path, we found a study on the Environmental Footprint guidelines published

by the European Commission [65]. The study of 2014 of Pelletier et al. [65] highlighted that in ISO’s first

level system expansion, the functional unit is expanded to include the other co-functions (enlargement),
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and the impacts are therefore reported at the system level, i.e., at the level of all co-products [65].

This was claimed to be the “literal interpretation of ISO 14044” [9]. Accordingly, the PEF guide [28]

does not consider substitution as a system expansion approach, but only enlargement (similarly the

more recent PEFCR guidance [29]). However, the ILCD handbook allows system reduction as an option

in CLCA, and for those ALCAs whose aim is to include also the interactions with other systems [27].

The key-route main path analysis allowed us to identify the origins of the ”equivalency”

substitution-system expansion, i.e., the articles on the side of the bilateral beginning period originated

by Tillman et al. [58]. The suggestion of Pelletier et al. [9] that this equivalency originated from the

1994 study of Tillman et al. [58] was therefore confirmed by our analysis. Nevertheless, the article by

Tillman et al. [58] was published before any ISO standard and, therefore, did not refer to the system

expansion method as intended by ISO.

In the next publication of the main path, Pelletier et al. (2015) observed that, despite the ISO

hierarchy, consistent implementation of this hierarchy in the literature was limited, and presented the

three schools of thought (consequential, socio-economic ALCA and natural-science ALCA) mentioned

at the beginning of Section 3.

The next two articles in the main research path were focused on finding allocation parameters for

agricultural systems. The first article proposed an allocation based on plant physiological construction

cost for plant compounds, which should represent the underlying physical relationships between

co-products, i.e., the physiological mechanism involved in plant growth [102]. Hence, they concluded

that, according to ISO, such a method should be preferred to allocation based on common properties of

co-products, such as energy or economic content [102]. Subsequently, Mackenzie et al. [69] studied

similar biophysical allocation methods and concluded instead that these methods might not represent

the causal physical mechanisms of these systems because they overlook the interconnectivity between

co-products [69] as instead, an LP would do. Therefore, they concluded that allocation by economics is

preferable [69]. Mackenzie et al. also pointed out that many practitioners often choose an allocation

based on an arbitrary parameter (e.g., their mass or energy content) also when it does not reflect such a

cause-effect mechanism [69].

The last two articles of the main path were focused on how to allocate burdens to by-products

which were previously considered wastes [103,104]. These by-products are scarce wastes that can be

converted into valuable products. In particular, Pradel et al. constructed a novel allocation method

based on relevant causal relationships obtained by mathematical modeling [103]. This model was

applied to wastewater treatment plants delivering sludge (by-product) and clean water (main product)

and calculated the allocation factor for sludge and water.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Despite the existence of a hierarchy for solving multifunctionality in ISO 14044:2006, the complexity

of the multifunctionality problem, the lack of sufficient guidance, its difficult interpretation, and the

discrepancies in other “ISO-compliant” guides or handbooks have led to a wide variety of allocation

procedures in the literature. Such variety is especially present in the system expansion approaches and

in the choice of the allocation key.

ISO 14044:2006 does not distinguish between attributional and consequential modeling. For many

practitioners, distinguishing between attributional or consequential LCAs is a crucial key to selecting

the method to deal with multifunctionality. For other practitioners, some mixed approaches can be

considered as advancements in the methodology. We found that only 25% of the LCAs clearly state

the approach followed using the terms “attributional” and “consequential”. Are practitioners not

specifying it because they assume it to be “intrinsically clear” from the goal description, or because they

do not agree with such a distinction? Some mixed approaches have also been proposed in the literature.

The first major reason for debate on ISO’s multifunctionality hierarchy is the application of

substitution as a system expansion method in ALCA (found in 31% of the self-declared attributional

studies explored through text mining). Such practice is perceived as inappropriate by many practitioners.
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However, some practitioners who do not acknowledge substitution as system expansion in ALCA

recognize the use of substitution as an allocation method for ALCA. Concerning the use of substitution,

another aspect that many practitioners pointed out is that a future ISO standard should emphasize

more the criterion of physical/economical significance as a prerequisite to apply substitution to avoid

incorrect interpretations of the results.

The second reason for the debate is the meaning and application of the “ISO relationships” criterion

for the selection of the allocation method. A first interpretation (found in 28% of the case studies) is that

the ISO refers to “causal physical relationships” as relationships mathematically modeled, while “other

causal relationships” relate to other relationships (e.g., based on physical or economic parameters)

selected based on the best proxy for physical relationships. The second interpretation is that allocation

by “physical relationships” refers to an allocation by physical parameters (e.g., mass or energy) while

“other relationships” refer to economic relationships.

Most (94%) of the LCAs of multifunctional case studies found in the literature search are linked to

bioeconomy (agriculture, biofuels, bioenergy, and biomaterials) and its linked sectors (fossil fuels and

petrochemical plastic materials and dairy products). This has generated inconsistencies within each

area, but also at the boundaries between these sectors, because of their multiple links. As an example,

biogas can be produced from the manure of a farm, which produces dairy products with animals that

eat dried distillers’ grains with solubles coming from ethanol fermentation. Such ethanol production

may have a pre-treatment process shared with lactic acid fermentation. This lactic acid may be used

to produce poly-lactide which, in the market, replaces polypropylene. The above biogas can then be

used to generate electricity that can be partly consumed on the farm and partially injected in the grid,

substituting power from fossil fuels. How much double counting or how many inconsistencies arise

when ISO 14044:2006 is interpreted differently in each of these sectors?

The bibliometric review based on the analysis of the main path obtained from tracing the citation

network allowed us to (1) reconstruct how the implementation practices of the ISO hierarchy developed

in the last 25 years, (2) identify the origin of the different interpretations and their rationales, and (3)

understand how the discrepancies found in the critical review were generated. It emerged that,

originally, the ISO hierarchy [92] recommended the approach followed by the “socio-economic ALCA

school”. The socio-economic ALCA school interprets system expansion as enlargement but prefers

economic allocation to allocation based on physical parameters representing a proxy for causality.

The origin of the “natural-science ALCA school” was traced to ISO 14041:1998 [25], when allocation by

physical parameter as well as economic allocation was permitted as an example of ISO “allocation by

other relationships”. The natural-science ALCA school interprets system expansion as enlargement and

applies allocation based on a physical parameter (for a part of the practitioners subscribing to this view,

this choice is justified only when a physical parameter representing causality principles is identified).

Its role was promoted by the release of the PEF guide and PEFCR guidance [28,29], which expressed

a preference for allocation based on physical parameters over economic ones. Another important

view is the one of the “CLCA school” interpreting system expansion as substitution and selecting

the allocation method based on causality principles. The birth and development of the CLCA school

were found in the annex of ISO14041:1998 and in the publications of Ekvall and co-authors [72,88,94].

They were the first ones (in the main path) to acknowledge the suitability of the substitution method to

avoid allocation and account for counterfactual effects (originally proposed by Tillman et al. [58]) and

the assumption of “conceptual equivalency” of substitution with the system expansion method.

Summarizing, following one or the other school of thought, a different method is often preferred

for the same system, goal and decision context. Applying these different methods could lead to

different conclusions and, sometimes, opposite conclusions.

To increase the consistency and reliability of LCA, we believe that a future revised ISO should:

1. Clearly state if distinguishing between attributional and consequential LCA is a key principle to

implement the hierarchy. If yes, then it should differentiate the hierarchy for the two approaches

and clarify if the hierarchy allows substitution as a system expansion method in attributional LCAs.
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2. Clarify the meaning of allocation by “physical relationships” and “other relationships”, providing

more examples and details than the ones reported in ISO 14044:2006 and ISO 14049:2012.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1. Type of Products

In this article, three definitions are used for different types of products and services: co-products,

by-products and wastes.

Co-products are the ones satisfying the main (primary) function that a production system or

process is intended to deliver. As highlighted by Majeau-Bettez et al. [35], co-products have also been

defined with the term ‘’primary”, ‘’determining”, and others. Conversely, by-products represent only

secondary functions of the system. A by-product is a substance resulting from a production process

whose primary function is not the production of that item but either it is inevitably produced or

could, in principle, be avoided by the system without altering the main functionality of the process

(e.g., a farm with tourist accommodation services).

The primary function of a product system is identified by evaluating the purpose of such a system.

For example, for the internal combustion engine of a car, the primary product is the mechanical power

needed by the car to carry people (primary function). A secondary function of the same engine can

be the production of heating (by-product) to keep a proper temperature in the car. Nevertheless,

the distinction between primary and secondary functions can be particularly difficult for some unit

processes (e.g., sunflower oil vs meal). When such difficulty is encountered, the primary function

should be selected by assessing what function of the multifunctional process generates more revenues

for the investigated process [27,35,63], within the temporal scope of the LCA. Nevertheless, there are

processes whose aim is the generation of several functions of comparable value. In such a case, there can

be multiple primary functions. For example, a biorefinery can produce various chemicals and fuels as

primary functions (co-products) and provide district heating as a secondary function (by-product).

The shared environmental impact of a process shall be apportioned between co-products and

by-products, but not to wastes [2]. According to ISO 14044:2006, wastes are “substances or objects which

the holder intends or is required to dispose of” [2]. There is, however, a fine line between wastes and

by-products. For example, manure is nowadays used as feedstock for biogas plants, used cooking oil is

used for biodiesel production, and residues of the potato industry are used for animal feed. When these

alternative uses make these wastes find a market demand represented by market values, they should

be considered, therefore, as by-products. We adopt the distinction waste/by-product provided by the

Waste Directive Framework [105]. A “waste” becomes a by-product when the “following conditions

are met: (1) further use of the substance or object is certain; (2) the substance or object can be used

directly without any further processing other than normal industrial practice; (3) the substance or object

is produced as an integral part of a production process; (4) further use is lawful, i.e., the substance or

object fulfills all relevant product, environmental and health protection requirements for the specific

use and will not lead to overall adverse environmental or human health impacts” [105].
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Appendix A.2. Type of Multifunctional Processes

As highlighted by several authors, the terminology reported in the literature for distinguishing

the different types of multifunctional processes is not harmonized [5,35]. This article follows the

terminology defined by Majeau-Bettez et al. [35], who differentiated between full-joint production, partial

joint production, and combined production. Full joint production takes place when the co-products are

produced simultaneously, with a fixed ratio of production (e.g., fixed by the stoichiometry of a chemical

reaction, or by natural processes such as the proportions between wheat grains and wheat straw).

Partial joint production occurs when there is an intermediate level of technological linkage between the

different co- and by-products (e.g., an oil refinery as a whole or the production of milk and meat or

the transportation of two different products) and combined production when there is not technological

linkage (e.g., a gasoline station also offering shop services). According to this definition, the ratio of

production of the co- and by-products could be varied in every case except for the full joint production.

Appendix A.3. Type of Modeling Approaches

The selection of the modeling approach is based on the goal of the study and the decision context.

Generally, when the goal of a study is to describe the status of a system, an attributional LCA (ALCA)

approach is followed to calculate the environmental impact of providing a specific amount of the

functional unit [5]. When the goal is to describe the effect of a change due to a decision, a consequential

LCA (CLCA) approach is followed to estimate how this environmental impact would change in

response to a change in the output of the functional unit (i.e., it is change-oriented) [98]. The current

conceptualization of the CLCA approach was first publicly discussed in the 2001 international workshop

on electricity data for life cycle inventories [106].

One of the main principles of ALCA is the so-called 100% additivity [35]. This principle means

that “results of a separate analysis of all economic activities should add up to the result of an analysis

of the total economic activity” [39], so ALCA is suitable for attributing the total impacts to a defined

function (product or service), but, for example, it does not indicate to policy makers the impact of

policy changes, when these cause an incremental change from the status quo.

By contrast, CLCA determines the change in impacts due to a change in the production of the

product or service, or to a change in policy. So it attempts to consider all the impacts of the change,

also on other sectors that are influenced, for example as a consequence of the use of by-products [35].

CLCA is therefore preferred to ALCA for estimating the impact of policy changes [107]. CLCA usually

uses market-driven modeling to forecast what will happen once the product or service of interest is

introduced [59]. This means that in CLCA, marginal processes are considered, rather than average

ones, including the activities displaced by by-products. This is typically modeled through the so-called

substitution approach, whereby CLCA considers only the activities reacting to the change in demand

for the functional unit, keeping the total of other services constant. Therefore, the quantification of

displaced activities depends on the market characteristics of competing products [14].

Appendix A.4. Type of System Expansion Approach and Substitution

System expansion means the enlargement of the boundaries of the system under investigation

to include additional processes and functions. As mentioned above, expansion of the boundaries

can be used to avoid allocation. There are two possible approaches to avoid allocation by expanding

the boundaries: enlargement (see Figure A1 for different types of enlargement) and substitution

(see Figure A2). By considering the subtraction as “a negative addition” [51], substitution is considered

by some LCA practitioners as a form of system expansion used to isolate the impact of just one function

from a multifunctional process.

One can apply system enlargement by modifying the functional unit to include all co-functions

(case a of Figure A1). This approach is not possible when the goal of the study requires to determine the

impacts of only one of the products because the results at the level of one single product would not be
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available. System enlargement is also often used for comparative assessments. In case b of Figure A1,

the aim is to compare process P1 (providing functions A and B) with process P2 (providing only

function A). One needs to add to P2 another process for producing B in order to allow the comparison

for the same outputs. Similarly, in case d of Figure A1, the aim is to compare a process producing

A with a process producing B (for example, comparing the impacts of two products which could be

made from the same raw material). In this case, one needs to add alternative processes for making

both A and B in order to make a meaningful comparison. Even though these processes are not initially

multifunctional, system enlargement is applied to allow for a fair comparison. One can also apply

system enlargement in open-loop recycling systems. In the example of system enlargement from

ISO/TR 14049, open-loop recycling is solved with a closed-loop procedure that includes the entire

recycling processes into the same system boundaries (like case c of Figure A1).

 

 

 

 

 

 

ń

Figure A1. Different ways to apply system expansion as enlargement-addition of functions. In black:

multifunctional process before applying system expansion. In blue: process after the expansion of the

boundaries/addition of functions. (a) Changing the FU to avoid allocation. (b) Adding extra processes

(P3, delivering B) to a system (P2, delivering A) that is compared with another system (P1) delivering

several functions (A and B). (c) Applying closed-loop recycling to a system (P) where one of the outputs

(B) is used as a material input in the same product system (P2 represents the intermediate processing

of B that allows its re-use). (d) Adding extra processes (P3 and P4) to compare systems that provide

different functions and that at the beginning were not multifunctional.

 

 

 

 

 

ń

Figure A2. System expansion by substitution (reduction of functions). The investigated system (P1)

delivers two products (A and B). Alternatively, product B can be produced by another system (P2).

The substitution method proposes that the impact of producing A (only) by process P1, corresponds to

the difference of impact between P1 and P2.
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